
Thanks so much for downloading these slides/handouts to help your students learn how to build a strong introductory paragraph when analyzing literature, 
launching an argument, or building a research paper. To project the pages, choose the “slideshow” or “view full screen” mode of your PDF reader software. 
If you’ve never projected from a PDF before, just search YouTube for the name of your PDF reader software and “full screen mode” to learn how to do this. 
Or, even better, just ask one of your students and you’ll be up and running in a few seconds. Hope these pages help your students!

Introductory Paragraph Format 

Want more high-interest materials to help young writers? 
Click any of these buttons to learn more:

Laura Randazzo
Blog: https://laurarandazzo.com

Come hang out at my YouTube channel to see these lesson materials in action:
https://youtu.be/weWwlfzg_FA

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Laura-Randazzo

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/MLA-Citation-Lecture-Handouts-MLA-8th-Edition-in-text-citation-works-cited-466500
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Literature-Supplement-Bundle-Fun-Stuff-Use-wANY-Novel-Play-or-Short-Story-2508354
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Embedding-Quotations-How-to-Embed-Quotes-Pre-test-Lecture-Reference-Sheet-1391029
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Laura-Randazzo
https://youtu.be/weWwlfzg_FA
https://laurarandazzo.com
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2-3 sentences (no more than 3 sentences)
Give necessary background info. that someone who 
hasn’t read the story or doesn’t know much about
the issue/topic you’re going to discuss would need to 
know in order for your paper to make sense.
Keep it brief.
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1 sentence (last sentence of intro. paragraph)
A powerful sentence that directly answers the essay
question you were assigned. The thesis should include the 
subject and your opinion. It needs to be bold and something 
two reasonable people could debate. 
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          as he fails in his attempt to help his little brother, 
Doodle. Since birth, Doodle has been weak and disabled, unable 

to perform normal daily functions such as walking, running, 
and swimming. Dissatisfied with this situation, his 

older brother decides to teach him all of these 
physical activities, pushing Doodle further 

and further until, one day, he dies as a 
result of the physical strain. 
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Thesis

Love is a toxic medicine, holding the ability to both heal and harm. 

In James Hurst’s short story “The Scarlet Ibis,” the narrator

uses the complicated rela-
tionship between Doodle 

and Brother to show 
that love always 

contains some 
drops of 

poison.

known only as Brother discovers this painful truth

Ultimately, Hurst
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Love is a toxic medicine, holding the ability to both heal and harm. 
In James Hurst’s short story “The Scarlet Ibis,” the narrator known 
only as Brother discovers this painful truth as he fails in his attempt to 
help his little brother, Doodle. Since birth, Doodle has been weak and 
disabled, unable to perform normal daily functions such as walking, 
running, and swimming. Dissatisfied with this situation, his older 
brother decides to teach him all of these physical activities, pushing 
Doodle further and further until, one day, he dies as a result of the 
physical strain. Ultimately, Hurst uses the complicated relationship 
between Doodle and Brother to show that love always contains some 
drops of poison.

Bridge

“The Scarlet Ibis” Introductory Paragraph Example

Your Assignment:

Hook

Summary

Thesis

Use a short sentence or even 
just a quick phrase (as the 
writer’s done here) to link 
the hook idea to the specific 
literary work you’ll discuss 
in the essay. Without this 
bridge, your introductory 
paragraph will feel choppy.

This single sentence clearly declares the topic of your essay.  
In this case, the thesis explains Hurst’s theme. Be sure that the 
thesis is bold, compelling, and offers a position that could 
inspire two reasonable people to have an interesting debate.

Grab your reader’s attention 
with an interesting idea. 

You need to summarize 
elements of the story 
that will be important for 
readers to know as they 
work through your essay. 
Assume your reader does 
not know the original story 
you’re discussing. You need 
to fill in the necessary story 
elements to help your reader 
understand the points you 
make in your essay. No more 
than three sentences here.

Using the four elements shown here (hook, bridge, 
summary, and thesis), write an introductory paragraph 
of your own. Choose a different theme from the story 
we read and follow the pattern. Don’t worry; you 
don’t have to write the entire essay. You just need to 
write this one introductory paragraph.


